
Kimberly A. Blevins
18060 Owen Drive
Hudson, FL 34667

July 18, 2017

VIA EMAIL: FOIPAQUESTIONS@ic.fbi.gov

David M. Hardy
Section Chief
Record/Information Dissemination Section (RIDS)
Federal Bureau of Investigation
U.S. Department of Justice
170 Marcel Drive
Winchester, VA 22602-4483

FOIPA Request No. 1362193-000
Subject: FORNOF, JOSIAH ROBERT

Dear Mr. Hardy:

Thank you for your staff's quick response acknowledging receipt of my July 17, 2017, letter to you,
apprising me of the status of same and inviting me to contact you again for additional help. That is
comforting. This letter is to help you by providing you with some additional relevant information. 

In November 2016, at my request, Josiah wrote an email to me from prison outlining what he would
like me to include in my book about his August 17, 2010 conversation with the FBI via their informant
“John Sherman,” who we gather was paid about $30,000 for his part in assuring that the genocide
against Josiah and his family continues uninterrupted, and that it in fact exacerbates with the passing of
every small  increment  of  time.  I  sent  my request  to  you  for  the  transcript  of  that  phone  call  on
November 14, 2016. Josiah’s wrote and sent his email to me on November 13, 2016, but I did not
receive it until November 15, 2016, at 6:20 PM EST. The subsection below contains a true transcript of
that email. Following said email subsection, there is another wherein I have expounded further upon
each of Josiah’s points, providing additional commentary. 

JOSIAH FORNOF’S EMAIL (NOTICE)

JOSIAH FORNOF on 11/15/2016 5:20:43 PM wrote:
November 13, 2016 (8:42 am-Central) November 13, 2016 (8:42 am-Central)
Re: August 17, 2010, Telephone Conversation With FBI, CI
Subject: (NOTICE) UNDER DURESS OF TREASON ETC. (IMPUTED BY LAW)

Dear Mum:

I've  asked  that  you  include  some  of  the  following,  important  information  concerning  the  above
reference telephone conversation, in your next book publishing, as you see fit, including for fluidity of
your composition. You have given me a week. Following is my compliance within said time frame
constraint.
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If anything happens to me, where I should die, even if it is made to look like I am the aggressor, please
do not fail to demand for the above reference telephone conversation as evidence, to rebut such claims,
in a wrongful death suit against known and unknown individuals acting unlawfully within positions of
the governing bodies of these United States, federal, state, and local; moreover, make sure to sue them
in their individual and official capacities, as well as making sure to sue said governments themselves,
for failing to do their duties etc. Also, please do not fail to similarly preserve the aforesaid, for our
fellow citizens to pursue such suits against same, if anything, as stated above, should happen to you to.

What also must be preserved for such litigation is that my above reference conversation was conducted
with my being under duress of treason etc., as I discussed in same and have given repeated notices of to
others,  as  well  as  you  were  also  under  such  duress,  including  in  the  first  few  minutes  of  this
conversation when you talked to the CI prior to handing the phone to me; indeed, you should be able to
request for this conversation from the Department of Justice (DOJ), FBI, in your own FOIA request for
same, in defense of yourself and your country. 

In keeping with an economy of words, for brevity, I will list a few things I talked about in the above
reference conversation in explanation of the actual reasons I re-armed myself in this case: 

(1) I talked about the law of notice and I talked about the treason that was and is being perpetrated
against our family and our country: the United States of America and the State of Florida, as we have
well  documented in our voluminous correspondence to said governing bodies,  which I  also talked
about in relation to same (Re: Blevins, R.F.(1997, Dec. 7) correspondence to the DOJ; Blevins, K.A.
(2005, Feb. 10) Terrorist Event Theory; Blevins, K.A. (2001 , Jul. 11) Sworn Affidavit; Fornof, J.R.
(2009, Jan. 7) correspondence to The President; Fornof, J.R.(2010, Jul. 6) correspondence to Bernie
McCabe, Jr.; etc.).

(2) I talked about how the aforesaid wrongdoers could drop me into the middle of the ocean and,
The Good Lord Willing, I would swim back to land and continue to maintain with my position of
exposing them to the People, for all to see their treachery, until my last breath. 

(3) I talked about Donald Trump (when the CI brought his name up), about how he is someone with
enough  money  and  character  to  compete  on  our---the  People's---behalf,  against  the  aforesaid
wrongdoers who have high jacked positions of our governing bodies and continue to perpetrate treason
against us, including by preventing others who would act lawful in those positions from holding the
same. 

(4) I talked about my never yet having an experience of personal contact that I could recall with
God, Jesus Christ, etc. , but that if I ever start claiming that I have, people can be assured that it must
have actually, finally, happened; however, I talked about my having reason for having faith in the same,
that inevitable judgment is happened; however, I talked about my having reason for having faith in the
same, that inevitable judgment is coming for us all,  and that I needed to warn the world about it;
indeed, I discuss how blessed it would be if we all got our acts together and everything was all right
here to receive the Lord as a family, for when He makes His rounds, instead of eternally suffering for
failing to get right with Him and with each other.
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(5) I talked about how you helped to inspire my aforesaid faith and that, knowing my mother, that
you would writhe a book, including all of the above in it, in defense of ourselves etc.

(6) I talked about many other things, including some that I have shared with you before and that
you may also share in your book if you recall them.

Gashpringingly Yours,

Josiah:)

KIMBERLY BLEVINS’ COMMENTARY (NOTICE)

This letter, including of course my elaboration below on Josiah’s email above, will serve as second
witness notice of treason and genocide. 

Obviously, Josiah gives his consent and waives any privacy interest he may have in the transcript and
audio recording that I have requested. As prior indicated, it has always been about the public interest,
the people. 

Following are a few of my comments, item by item, about what Josiah wrote above concerning what he
had discussed during that August 17, 2010 telephone conversation:

(1) Josiah’s notice – Josiah remembers discussing the law of notice. During that August 17, 2010
telephone conversation, Josiah Fornof served notice on the government, via the FBI’s CI, that as a
family we have been living under a reign of genocide carried out against us through the United States
governing bodies, top to bottom, across the board, federal, state, local, including but not limited to by
discussing his grandfather’s my father’s letter of some 40 pages dated December 7, 1997 to the DOJ.

(2) Josiah’s  “until  my  last  breath”  commitment  to  oppose  and  expose  the  government’s
treachery – This is Josiah’s legacy from his maternal grandparents, my parents. On the first page of my
father’s aforementioned December 7, 1997 letter to the DOJ, my father wrote of his and my mother’s
commitment to stand together against wrongdoing tyranny oppression of the government against the
people: 

Tyranny succeeds in direct proportion to the do-nothingness of the citizenry.  We were but two.  
I am but one.  So we were committed, so I continue in this matter against wrongdoing tyranny 
oppression.  My homing stone is simple: no one was ever created to do wrong with impunity.  
Such is the harmony strength and support of all worthwhile endeavor whether it be family 
friend fraternity courtship community state or global….

My parents’ family, including but of course not limited to Josiah and I, have taken the stand with my
parents against wrongdoing, tyranny oppression. In our family’s case, the government has shown how
far they will go in their lawlessness in order to commit genocide upon a God-fearing, law-abiding
American family, and if us, who else? Genocide constitutes treason, is that kind of crime. 
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(3) Josiah’s prediction of a Trump presidency – Of course, by November 13, 2016 when Josiah
wrote that email, everyone knew that Donald Trump had won the election. Trump’s name had come up
in that August 17, 2010 conversation. As Josiah notes, Trump’s name was brought up by the CI. That
was after Josiah had mentioned our “trump card” so he was not originally thinking about any person by
that name. However, once Trump’s name was brought up, Josiah then said that it could be that Trump
has what it takes to do what needs to be done. 

In this section of his email, Josiah’s use of “high jacked” rather than “hijacked” is meaningful too.
When  particularly  frustrated  about  what  was  happening  to  us,  my  father  used  to  say  that  the
government had become so corrupt throughout that we needed to jack it up and run something lawful in
underneath it. 

(4) Josiah’s faith – Josiah has a depth and breadth of spiritual wisdom that I have seldom if ever
encountered in anyone else. Yet, he speaks of his faith in measured terms. As one who respects science
very much, he is careful to not speak beyond the data of his own firsthand experience.  

This  reflects  his  grandfather’s,  my father’s  longstanding belief  and practice  that  in  writing  to  our
elected and appointed officials, there should be no reason to “crank religion into it” as he put it. It was
enough to  keep to the law, for we are all equal under the law, regardless of religion, race, or creed, for
example. Yet, my father was also someone of deepest personal faith. 

I respect very much my father's position and Josiah's. For the most part, in my early writings I adhered
to same. However, my position now is somewhat different, and I do quite often discuss my faith in my
official writing, as I have done hereinafter. 

(5) Josiah’s inspired by my faith – Josiah and I have chuckled together about his statement in the
email above, when he said that I would “writhe” a book. He meant “write” of course, but that was a
meaningful error. Writing what I must write, including this letter, evokes writhing in pain, emotional
and otherwise, one of the many countless faces of terror, of genocide. In a spiritual sense, I am also
writhing as in the specific pain of childbirth, and that is what my books are about, that writhing, that
travail. Those books are written and published under my prophetic name, which is like a pen name.
Here, in this section of this letter, I go through the door that Josiah has opened and write freely from the
basis of my faith as that applies to my family’s case. 

The imminent change that is in store for the U.S. relates to the words of Isaiah:

Isaiah 66:9 New Century Version (NCV)
9 In the same way I will not cause pain
    without allowing something new to be born,” says the Lord.
“If I cause you the pain,
    I will not stop you from giving birth to your new nation,” says your God.

Our nation will surely be birthed anew from the pain that my family and I, and it figures others like us,
have endured for so long with no end in sight save what our hope sees. 
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That is what my father had in mind in his above-referenced letter dated December 7, 1997 to the DOJ,
when he included on page 40:

My father said, “it’s all right here,” and it was all right there. However, as is characteristic of genocide,
the lawless ones have already destroyed many of the records that are self-incriminating as to them and
are validating as to my family and me, and liberating to us and all other of the people. Moreover, the
lawless have done so over my most strenuous counsel more than a decade ago to not destroy any files
related  to  our  family’s  case,  which  involves  our  prosecuting  attempted  murder,  murder,  genocide,
treason, breach of contract and more in regard to which there is no statute of limitations. That is the
problem that the U.S. has worked very hard to create for itself. 

Without cause, the U.S. has treated my parents and theirs, me and mine, as enemies of the state, when
in fact the reverse has always been true. Yet, the word of God that dwells in us richly, in our testimony,
is sharper than any two-edged sword, to the dividing asunder of: the people (who are to be preserved)
from the reprobate system (which is to be replaced).

My family and I, the people, will be delivered. We have many scriptural promises, including:

Proverbs 16:7 King James Version (KJV)
7 When a man's ways please the Lord, he maketh even his enemies to be at peace with him.
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We also have specific prophetic promises. As of April 29, 2008, the Lord has promised that He will
raise up our enemies to not only be at peace with us, but to protect and provide for us. As of September
25, 2016, the Holy Spirit said it is more than protecting and providing for us; it is that our enemies will
bless us. To bless means to increase. In order for our enemies to bless us, they will have to be blessed
themselves. That is happening through my family and me, through our case, our actual controversy, and
is part of the promise that the Lord God made to Abraham.

Genesis 12:3 King James Version (KJV)
3 And I will bless them that bless thee, and curse him that curseth thee: and in thee shall all 
families of the earth be blessed.

All of that, of course, changes the dynamic to where my enemy is no longer my enemy. Through the
process, we are to love and not hate.

Matthew 5:43-45 King James Version (KJV)
43 Ye have heard that it hath been said, Thou shalt love thy neighbour, and hate thine 
enemy. 44 But I say unto you, Love your enemies, bless them that curse you, do good to them 
that hate you, and pray for them which despitefully use you, and persecute you; 45 That ye may 
be the children of your Father which is in heaven: for he maketh his sun to rise on the evil and 
on the good, and sendeth rain on the just and on the unjust.

In this 242nd year after the American Revolution, the future course toward peace is very simple: The 
United States of America must do right by my family and me, and then peace will come for all. 

(6) Josiah’s general consent – Josiah said that he had discussed many other things during that
telephone conversation with the FBI via their CI and said I could use them if I wish to.

I will certainly be able to do so much better once I have the transcript and audio recording I have
requested from you. 

The closure that Josiah used is creative. He signed his email “Gashpringingly Yours,” and you may
wonder what that means. That is from a longstanding family joke. My father used to often quote a little
verse written in mock German that went something like this: 

Das oxer vas eaten by der fencen
Das lion vas starvin’ and gespotten das oxer
Das lion vas creepin’ und gestalkin das oxer
Das lion gettin’ closer to das oxer
Suddenler, das lion gespringen! Das oxer gedodgen!
Das lion gespringen! Das oxer gedodgen!
Das lion gespringen! Das oxer GEDODGEN!
Das oxen gettin’ avay!
After a sad pause:
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Das lion goin’ away mitout eatin’!
Exultantly: 
HA! HA! HA!

So, for us, “gespringen” (gahspringing) means to narrowly miss being eaten by a lion, and carries that
meaning in our conversation and correspondence. 

Throughout Josiah’s unlawful incarceration, we have had a standing understanding about that. He likes
to work out as much as he can, and I have encouraged him to keep his “gespringen” muscles in shape
so he can just squat down and jump up on to the roof, for example, with no need of a ladder. 

Our circumstances are no laughing matter; but we maintain our ability to appreciate and create humor
as a matter of survival. 

As to our obligations as citizens, my son Josiah Robert Fornof and I stand as two witnesses together in
regard to the aforementioned treason and genocide. 

Josiah  has  a  web  site  (http://www.josiahrobertfornof.com)  where  we  are  compiling  a  timeline  of
relevant information, including but not limited to a timeline from September 11, 1986 to date. 

In  addition  to  that,  I  am one of  the  two witnesses  discussed in  Revelation  11.  My jurisdiction is
Revelation 11:15, which I prosecute in love through John 3:16-17. The other witness' jurisdiction is me.
Through our testimony, that which is settled in the spiritual is being manifested in the natural. In regard
to that testimony, I mostly go by my prophetic name Rhuomai Basileus Rhuopostale, and my prophetic
writings are mostly contained on my Rhuopostale web site (http://www.rhuopostale.com). 

In both blog posts and books, as well as other publications, I expect to draw heavily from the content of
the transcript and the audio recording that I have requested: the people have the right and the need to
know why Josiah armed himself, and what has happened since then, as well as what will yet happen, in
order to make their own decisions consistent with what it means to be an American citizen.

I  may include  this  letter,  possibly in  a  slightly redacted  form,  in  my upcoming book:  God Bless
America: One Family’s Actual Controversy and Why it Matters to Everyone Else. My book will be an
overview of a 5-book series entitled BLESSED IS THE NATION WHOSE GOD IS THE LORD. That series written
under my legal name and is a companion series to the 10-book series THE SEVENTH ANGEL HAS SOUNDED,
written  under  my above-referenced  prophetic  name.  I  published  the  first  book  of  that  series  The
Glorious Liberty: Of the Children of God on November 4, 2015, 7:49 PM EST. The November 13,
2015  Paris  attacks  were  a  backlash  against  the  publication  of  that  book,  against  the  power  and
magnitude of my testimony. 

As a prophet, I recognize the unmistakable spiritual signature of the enemy in such things. Beyond
what I am able to and obligated to address as a United States citizen and as an oath-bound public
servant, it is within my jurisdiction to address such spiritual matters. 

http://www.josiahrobertfornof.com/
http://www.rhuopostale.com/





